
1C18 Analysis and numeris of multidimensional models for elasti phasetransformations in shape-memory alloysA. MielkeRequested funding1 researher position E13 TVöD (present funding: 1 researher).BakgroundShape-memory alloys are used in medial treatments (stents, dental braes) or miro-eletromehanial systems (atuators, valves, mini-grippers and positioners) due theirpseudoelasti properties or the shape-memory e�et. Both have their origin in mi-rostrutural phase transformations of the underlying rystallographi latties. Mostengineering models (see e.g. [BS96, AP02, Fré02℄) for the evolution of the phase trans-formations in solids use phase-�eld variable z, whih may be salar, vetor or tensor-valued. The underlying quasistati evolution is desribed by the equilibrium of elastifores and the balane of internal fores:
0 = DuE(t, u(t), z(t)), 0 ∈ ∂żR(z(t), ż(t)) + DzE(t, u(t), z(t)). (BE)Here u ∈ U is the displaement, E : [0, T ]×U×Z → R the energy funtional, and Rthe dissipation potential. The models inMatheon projets C11, C14, C17, C28, andC32 also fall into this lass. Usually the elasti e�ets are modeled only very oarsely,but for multi-dimensional models for shape-memory alloys the omplex anisotropiesand relations between the transformation strains have to be taken into aount, seee.g., [Bha03℄. So far, this is only understood in the stati ase, and there are only fewmathematially aeptable models for explaining hysteresis under yli loading.Rate-independent material models are su�iently lose to the physis and have theadvantage that the well-developed tehniques in the alulus of variations are appli-able, whih led to the theory of energeti solutions, see [Mie05℄. This provides a�exible basis for treating many multifuntional materials, suh piezoeletriity, ferro-magnetism, magnetostrition, and plastiity, see [Mie05, KMR05℄,[15℄.Referenes[AP02℄ F. Aurihio and L. Petrini. Improvements and algorithmial onsiderations on a 3D modeldesribing solid phase transformations. Int. J. Num. Meth. Engng., 55:1255�84, 2002.[Bha03℄ K. Bhattaharya. Mirostruture of Martensite. Why it Forms and How it Gives Rise tothe Shape-Memory E�et. Oxford University Press, New York, 2003.[BS96℄ M. Brokate and J. Sprekels. Hysteresis and Phase Transitions. Springer, 1996.[CK02℄ C. Carstensen and R. Klose. Elastovisoplasti �nite element analysis in 100 lines ofMatlab. J. Numer. Math., 10(3):157�192, 2002.[Fré02℄ M. Frémond. Non-Smooth Thermomehanis. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2002.[GMH02℄ S. Govindjee, A. Mielke, and G.J. Hall. The free�energy of mixing for n�variant martensitiphase transformation. J. Meh. Physis Solids, 50:1897�1922, 2002.[KMR05℄ M. Kruºík, A. Mielke, and T. Roubí£ek. Modelling of mirostruture and its evolution inshape-memory-alloy single-rystals. Meania, 40:389�418, 2005.[Mie05℄ A. Mielke. Evolution in rate-independent systems. In C.M. Dafermos and E. Feireisl,editors, Handbook of Di�erential Equations, Evol. Eqns., vol. 2, pages 461�559. 2005.HighlightsIn a �rst step we generalized the existene theory by allowing for temperature-drivenphase transformation, where temperature is treated as a given loading depending onspae and time [6, 8℄.Seondly, we developed a theory of Γ-onvergene for rate-independent systems [11℄providing a �exible framework to treat various approximation results, like onvergeneresults for �nite-element methods for phase transformation problems, see [10, 7℄ and[18℄ for quantitative onvergene rates.The projet head is invited to give a plenary leture on the bi-annual SIAM Confereneon Mathematial Aspets of Materials Siene in May 2010.



2ReportProjet Head: A. MielkeResearh Sta�: A. Petrov (starting September 2006)Assoiated Member: D. Knees (up to May 2009)We have investigated rate-independent versions problem of (BE), where the dissipa-tion potential R(z, ż) is positively homogeneous of degree 1 in ż, while it is quadratiin ż in lassial phase-�eld models. Sine in nononvex ases solutions may havejumps, one introdues the dissipation distane D : Z×Z → [0,∞] assoiated with
R. Energeti solutions (u, z) : [0, T ] → U×Z satisfy the global stability ondition (S)and the total energy balane (E):

E(t, u(t), z(t)) ≤ E(t, ũ, z̃) + D(z(t), z̃) for all (ũ, z̃) ∈ U×Z, (S)
E(t, u(t), z(t)) + DissD(z, [0, t]) = E(0, u(0), z(0)) +

∫ t

0
∂sE(s, u(s), z(s))ds. (E)This formulation was introdued as the natural limit for solutions of the inrementalminimization problems (where τ > 0 is the time step):

(uk, zk) minimizes E(kτ, ·, ·) + D(zk−1, ·) over U×Z. (IMP)τThe major advantage of the energeti approah is that we do not need to assumesmoothness in z. Thus, preise rystallographi information of shape-memory singlerystals an be inluded, while the properties of phase mixtures an be obtained byquasionvexi�ation or modeling, see [GMH02℄, and [6, 7℄.The results obtained in the reporting period fall into three overlapping areas.
• Modeling of Temperature-Indued Phase Transformations. The shape-memory e�etis usually assoiated to the hystereti behavior of the elasti deformation during ther-mal yles. As it is done for many engineering appliations, one an assume thatthe time-dependent temperature distribution of a body is presribed via given heatsoures (usually eletrial heating). Hene, the temperature θ ats as given loadingin E(t, u, z) =

∫

Ω
W (e(u), z, θappl(t, x))dx. Suh ases our in pratial appliations,if eah point in the body is su�iently lose to the surfae, whih allows for fast heatexhange with the environment. In [6, 8, 7℄ the energeti formulation was adapted tosuh ases under general onditions, inluding �nite-strain elastiity.

• Γ-Limits and Numerial Convergene of Spae-Time Disretizations. A theory of Γ-limits for rate-independent proesses was developed in [11℄ and applied to homoge-nization in plastiity in [12℄. For spae-time disretized inremental problems (IMP)τh,where U×Z is replaed by a �nite-element subspae Uh×Zh, one obtains approxi-mants (ūτ,h, z̄τ,h) : [0, T ] → Uh×Zh. In [10, 7℄, [19℄ the onvergene of subsequenesof these approximations is established, sine nonuniqueness prevents onvergene ofthe full sequene. The set of approximants is preompat (weak form of `numerialstability'), and any limit of a onverging subsequene is a solution of the ontinuousproblem (weak form of `numerial onsisteny'). The fully impliit nature of (IMP)τhhas no stability restritions on the length of the time step τ in terms of h.For the model in [AP02℄, where E is onvex and smooth, the results from above wereimproved onsiderably. In [2℄ we showed that (IMP)τh has unique solutions onvergingto the ontinuous ones. Reently, we established the expliit error estimates
‖(ūτ,h(t), z̄τ,h(t))−(u(t), z(t))‖U×Z ≤ C

(

hβ/2 + τ1/2
) for t ∈ [0, T ],where β ∈ (0, 1] is determined by the higher-order regularity of the stati problem only,see [17, 18℄. This is the �rst rigorous error estimate for rate-independent evolutionthat works without assuming additional smoothness for the solutions.

• Models Inluding Rate-Dependent E�ets. Sine rate independene is an idealiza-tion, we investigated how rate-independent models our as limits of rate-dependentones. For shape-memory materials suh results are not yet available, but the followingresults in related �elds are promising. In [5, 9, 13℄, dynami elasto-viso-plasti modelswere investigated in the limit of a vanishing loading rate. In [14℄ a damped visoelastiwave equation with an obstale is studied, and onvergene of its numerial approxi-mation is under investigation. A nononvex oupling between rate-independent dam-



3age and visoelastiity was treated in [19℄. In [3, 4℄ the vanishing-visosity approahwas used to obtain the rate-independent limit of rak propagation.Researh program for next funding periodThe theory of fully rate-independent systems and its appliations to models for mul-tifuntional materials is now developed fairly well.Numerial Analysis and Software Development. For pratial appliations it is nowdesirable to develop a software tool, whih an be used to test the di�erent modelingoptions and to ompare the model preditions with experimental data. The �rstmajor task of the new period will be to �nish the software that we develop sine late2008. At the beginning we will start with the well-established Souza-Aurihio model[AP02℄ and provide a simulation of a small benhmark for a miro-valve. The keyproblem in the numerial algorithm is the e�etive alulation of the minimizers inthe spae-time disretized minimization problem (IMP)τ,h. Beause of the inherentnonsmoothness of rate-independent problems one needs to apply nonsmooth Newtonmethods, where we will use the expertise of C17 and C28. Preliminary investigationsshow that this should work niely for the onvex Souza-Aurihio model. However, formore general single-rystal problems one has to expet loal minimizers and inde�niteseond derivatives. Thus, more advaned tehniques are needed, and we plan to use atehnique involving visous regularization. For the latter, one still needs to investigatehow the visosity should be hosen in dependene of the spatial disretization.Improvement of the models for shape-memory materials. In a next step we have toimprove the modeling lass to allow for diret omparison with experiments and tomake it usable in pratial appliations. Here we have to push forward the theoretialunderstanding, the numerial analysis as well as the software development. Thefollowing features have to be addressed:
• treatment of the anisotropy of the phases possibly with di�erent elasti onstants,
• derivation of suitable models for the e�etive energy of mixed phases (f. [GMH02℄)via upper and lower bounds of the ross-quasionvexi�ation,
• oupling to a full energy balane inluding heat ondution,
• provide a theoretial basis for the vanishing-visosity approah in the ontext ofphase transformations,
• introduing other rate-dependent e�ets suh as kineti terms and interior relax-ation mehanisms like visoplasti e�ets,
• develop orresponding models for single-rystals and poly-rystals.The last topi is related to a ooperation with ICM Warsaw, where the in�uene ofgrain boundary movement and re-orientation is investigated.Models inluding other e�ets. Reent experimental evidene shows that martensitiphase transformations in steel our in most ases in ombination with plasti e�ets.Suh materials are alled TWIP steels (TWinning Indued Plastiity). Sine twinningand plasti �ow an be modeled as rate-independent proesses, we want to apply ourexpertise in this novel �eld to derive suitable models for suh materials and to inludethese models into our simulation tool. Here we will use the expertise of C11.SoftwareBased on the MATLAB program [CK02℄ we started to develop a software tool forsimulating the behavior of shape-memory materials. First results are expeted in2009, and a general version should be available in the middle of the next period.CooperationInternal MATHEON ooperation The projets has ommon interests with projet C31,where the numerial solution of nonsmooth and nononvex minimization problems isstudied using adaptive �nite-element methods. This and the onvergene theory isneeded for the longterm goal of establishing a software tool.We plan to use the numerial shemes developed in C17 and C28 involving a nons-mooth Newton methods for solving the time-inremental problem (IMP)τ,h.



4C32 (Knees/Kraus) on damage evolution will use similar modeling tehniques, andwe will ooperate on models having rate-independent as well as visous dissipation.External ooperation Mathematis : G. Franfort (Paris), A. Garroni (Roma), L.Paoli (Saint-Etienne), T. Roubí£ek (Praha), M. Shatzman (Lyon), U. Stefanelli(Pavia). Engineering and material siene: F. Aurihio (Pavia), S. Govindjee (Berke-ley), K. Hakl (Bohum), P. �ittner (Praha), J. Zeman (Praha).External fundingPubli funding A. Mielke was granted the Projet Regularizations and relaxationsof time-ontinuous problems in plastiity within the DFG Researh Unit FOR 797�Analysis and omputation of mirostruture in �nite plastiity� (one PostDo for2007-2010, possible extension to 2013).Publiations related to the projetBooks[1℄ R. Helmig, A. Mielke, and B.I. Wohlmuth, editors. Multi�eld Problems in Solid and FluidMehanis, volume 28 of Leture Notes in Applied and Computational Mehanis. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2006.Refereed publiations[2℄ F. Aurihio, A. Mielke, and U. Stefanelli. A rate-independent model for the isothermal quasi-stati evolution of shape-memory materials. Math. Models Meth. Appl. Si., 18:125�164, 2008.[3℄ D. Knees, A. Mielke, and C. Zanini. On the invisid limit of a model for rak propagation.Math. Models Meth. Appl. Si., 18(9):1529�1569, 2008.[4℄ D. Knees, Ch. Zanini, and A. Mielke. Crak growth in polyonvex materials. Physia D, 2009.To appear. WIAS preprint 1351.[5℄ J.A.C. Martins, M.D.P. Monteiro Marques, and A. Petrov. On the stability of elasti-plastisystems with hardening. J. Math. Anal. Appl., 343:1007�1020, 2008.[6℄ A. Mielke. A model for temperature-indued phase transformations in �nite-strain elastiity.IMA J. Applied Math., 72(1):644�658, 2007.[7℄ A. Mielke, L. Paoli, and A. Petrov. On existene and approximation for a 3D model of thermally-indued phase transformations in shape-memory alloys. SIAM J. Math. Anal., 41(4):1388�1414,2009.[8℄ A. Mielke and A. Petrov. Thermally driven phase transformation in shape-memory alloys.Gakk	otosho (Adv. Math. Si. Appl.), 17:667�685, 2007.[9℄ A. Mielke, A. Petrov, and J.A.C. Martins. Convergene of solutions to kineti variationalinequality in the rate-independent limit. J. Math. Anal. Appl., 348:1012�1020, 2008.[10℄ A. Mielke and T. Roubí£ek. Numerial approahes to rate-independent proesses and applia-tions in inelastiity. Math. Model. Numer. Anal., 43: 399�428, 2009.[11℄ A. Mielke, T. Roubí£ek, and U. Stefanelli. Γ-limits and relaxations for rate-independent evolu-tionary problems. Cal. Var. Part. Di�. Equ., 31:387�416, 2008.[12℄ A. Mielke and A.M. Timofte. Modeling and analytial study for ferroeletri materials. Meh.Advaned Materials Strutures, 13:457�462, 2006.[13℄ A. Petrov, J.A.C. Martins, and M.D.P. Monteiro Marques. Mathematial results on the stabilityof quasi-stati paths of elasti-plasti systems with hardening. In Topis on mathematis forsmart systems, pages 167�182. World Si. Publ., Hakensak, NJ, 2007.[14℄ A. Petrov and M. Shatzman. Mathematial results on existene for visoelastodynami prob-lems with unilateral onstraints. SIAM J. Appl. Anal, 40(5):1882�1904, 2009.Proeedings[15℄ A. Mielke. A mathematial framework for generalized standard materials in the rate-independent ase. In R. Helmig, A. Mielke, and B.I. Wohlmuth, editors, Multi�eld Problemsin Solid and Fluid Mehanis, volume 28 of Leture Notes in Applied and Computational Me-hanis, pages 351�379. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2006. WIAS Preprint 1123.[16℄ Alexander Mielke. Numerial approximation tehniques for rate-independent inelastiity. InB. Daya Reddy, editor, IUTAM Symposium on Theoretial, Computational and Modelling As-pets of Inelasti Media, pages 53�63. Springer, 2008.Submitted artiles[17℄ A. Mielke, L. Paoli, A. Petrov, and U. Stefanelli. Error ontrol for spae-time disretizations of a3D model for shape-memory materials. In K. Hakl, editor, Proeedings of IUTAM Symposiumon Variational Methods in Mehanis. Springer, 2009. In press.[18℄ A. Mielke, L. Paoli, A. Petrov, and U. Stefanelli. Error estimates for spae-time disretizationsof a variational inequality. SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 2009. Submitted. WIAS preprint 1405.[19℄ A. Mielke, T. Roubí£ek, and J. Zeman. Complete damage in elasti and visoelasti media andits energetis. Comput. Methods Appl. Meh. Engrg., 2008. Submitted. WIAS preprint 1285.


